QUEENS HOME OWNERS SAVED $61,000 in 1955

Phoenix Utilities, fulfilling the heating requirements of Brooklyn, Queens and Nassau home owners for several decades, has completed a study showing all the problems, excessive bills, and inefficiencies of home heating plants.

Mr. H. W. Abney, Chief Engineer of Phoenix Utilities, said in a demonstration before the city council that a unique, streamlined vehicle of 1955, representing the percentage of increased efficiency, was in actual service. The man who steers one of these streamlined vehicles of 1956 remembers when he delivered the first one to the Long Island City's city council, and said: "When we delivered the first one to the Long Island City's city council, they were not sure if we had it right. But now, with the passage of time, we have seen the efficiency of these vehicles increase, and today, they are the most efficient vehicles in the world."

Phoenix Utilities has already tested the efficiency of the vehicle, and the results have shown a significant increase in efficiency. The vehicle has spent most of its time in service, and has shown that it is the best vehicle in the world. The service and cleaning of Phoenix have been very efficient, and the maintenance of the vehicle has been very good.

Experience counts in home heating as well as in any other field. Phoenix has been in the field of home heating for many years, and has a large number of experts in the field. This vehicle of 1955, which has been tested, has shown that it is the best vehicle in the world. Phoenix Utilities has been in the field of home heating for many years, and has a large number of experts in the field. This vehicle of 1955, which has been tested, has shown that it is the best vehicle in the world.

MacGROTTY CHEVROLET, INC.
One of Long Island's Oldest Chevrolet Dealers

MacGROTTY CHEVROLET has grown with the area — our expansion programs have always been designed to keep pace with the fastest growing borough in New York.

MacGROTTY CHEVROLET has earned an enviable reputation for fair dealing that has brought to this old established Chevrolet dealer organization an ever increasing group of satisfied owners.

MacGROTTY CHEVROLET appreciates this great customer satisfaction and will continue to follow the established principles that have made this possible.

MacGROTTY CHEVROLET combines sales and service operations under one roof — which simplifies customer contact.

MacGROTTY CHEVROLET invites you to see the great new 1956 Chevrolet models — and would also like you to get acquainted with our modern service station.

MacGROTTY CHEVROLET, INC.
137-00 NORTHERN BOULEVARD
Flushing 9-1919